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Bounds on the k out of n Reliability of a Test,
and an Exact Test for Hierarchically Related Items
Rand R. Wilcox

Department of Psychology, University of Southern California

Consider an n-item multiple-choice test where it
is decided that an examinee knows the answer if
and only if he/she gives the correct response. The k
out of n reliability of the test, Qk, is defined to be
the probability that, for a randomly sampled ex-
aminee, at least k correct decisions are made about
whether the examinee knows the answer to an item.

The paper describes and illustrates how an exten-
sion of a recently proposed latent structure model
can be used in conjunction with results in Sathe,
Pradhan, and Shah (1980) to estimate upper and
lower bounds on Qk. A method of empirically check-
ing the model is discussed.

Consider a randomly sampled examinee responding to a multiple-choice test item. In mental test
theory there are, of course, many procedures that might be used to analyze this item. One approach
might be as follows. Suppose a conventional scoring procedure is used where it is decided that an ex-
aminee knows the correct response if the correct alternative is chosen, and that otherwise the ex-
aminee does not know. If it were possible to estimate the probability, T, of correctly determining an
examinee’s latent state (whether he/she knows the correct response) based on the above decision rule,
this would give an indication of how well the distractors are performing for the typical examinee. The
obvious problem is that under normal circumstances there is no way of estimating this probability un-
less additional assumptions are made. One approach is to assume that examinees guess at random
among the alternatives when they do not know the answer. If this knowledge or random guessing
model holds, T is easily estimated. However, empirical investigations (Bliss, 1980; Cross & Frary,
1977) suggest that this assumption will frequently be violated, and some related empirical results
(Wilcox, 1982, in press-a) indicate that such a model can be entirely unsatisfactory for other reasons
as well.

Another approach is to use a latent structure model, and many such models have been proposed
for measuring achievement (e.g., Bergan, Cancelli, & Luiten, 1980; Brownless & Keats, 1958; Dayton
& Macready, 1976, 1980; Knapp, 1977; Macready & Dayton, 1977; Marks & Noll, 1967; Wilcox,
1977a, 1977b, 1981 a). The choice of a model depends on what one is willing to assume in a particular
situation. These models make it possible to estimate errors at the item level such as
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which in turn yields an estimate Of -ea An illustration is given in a later section. (For a review of latent
structure models vis-£-i4s criterion-referenced tests, see Macready & Dayton, 1980. For some recent
general comments on using latent structure models to measure achievement, see Molenaar, 1981, and
Wilcox, 1981b.)

Assume for a moment that for each item on an n-item test, an estimate of T can be made. Let
xi = 1 if a randomly selected examinee’s latent state is correctly determined for the ith item; otherwise
~~ = 0. Then.E’(:x’;) = Ti (i = 1, ..., n) is the probability of a correct decision on the ith item where the ex-
pectation is taken over the population of examinee.

Within the framework just described, how should an n- item test be characterized? Observing that
hi is the number of correct decisions among the n items, an obvious approach is to use

where the expectation is over some particular population of examinees. The parameter is just the
expected number of correct decisions among the n items for a typical examinee.

Knowing p might not be important for certain types of tests, but surely it is important for some
achievement tests. However, even if p is known exactly, it would be helpful to have some additional re-
lated information about Exi. For instance, a test constructor would have a better idea of how the test
performs if VAR(Ixi) could be determined. The problem is that VAl2(~x=) depends on ~&reg;V(x~9 x,)9
but this last quantity is not known, and at present there is no way of estimating it. An alternative ap-
proach is to use the A- out of n reliability of the test (Wilcox, in press-b), which is given by

In other words, if the goal of a test is to determine which of n items an examinee knows, and if a con-
ventional scoring procedure is used, Q, is the probability of making at least k correct decisions for the
typical examinee.

Suppose, for example, n &reg; 10 and p is estimated to be 7. Thus, the expected number of correct de-
cisions is 7, but there is no information about the likelihood that at least 7 correct decisions will be
made. If ~k were known, a test constructor would have some additional and useful information for
judging the accuracy of the test. Q, might also be used as follows. Suppose it is desired to have ~~ ~ .9.
If p is estimated to be 9.1, this is encouraging, but it is not clear what implications this has in terms of
making at least 8 correct decisions for the typical examinee.

If xi is independent of z, ~ j~ an exact e~pressi&reg;~ f&reg;r ~k is available via the compound binomial
distribution. Perhaps there are situations where this independence might be assumed, but it is evident
that this independence will not always hold. If it can be assumed that C~~I(.~1~ x;) > 0, bounds on Q,
are available (Wilcox, in press-b). Recently, Sathe, Pradhan, and Shah (1980) derived bounds on Lo,
that make no assumptions about ~C~~I(xy9 xj). The main point of this paper is that these bounds can be
estimated using an extension of an answer- until -correct (AUC) scoring procedure proposed by Wilcox
(1991 a).

An Extension of an Answer-Until- Correct Procedure

As just indicated, an extension of results in Wilcox (1981a) is needed in order to apply the bounds
derived by Sathe et al. (1980). First, however, it is helpful to briefly review the procedure and basic as-
sumptions in Wilcox (1981a).
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Consider a specific test item having alternatives from which to choose, one of which is the cor-
rect response. Assume examinees respond according to an AUC scoring procedure. This means that
examinees choose an alternative, and they are told immediately whether the correct response has been
identified. If they are incorrect, another response is chosen, and this process continues until they are
successful. Special forms are generally available for administering AUC tests which make these tests
easy to use in the classroom.

Let C,-, be the proportion of examinees who know the correct response, and let C, (i = 0, t - 2)
be the proportion of examinees who can eliminate i distractors, given that they do not know. Wilcox,
(1981 a) assumes that examinees eliminate as many distractors as they can, and then choose at ran-
dom from among those that remain. Ifp, is the probability of choosing the correct response on the ir‘‘
attempt, then

Note that the model assumes that at least one effective distractor is being used. Put another way, no
distinction is made between examinees who know the answer and examinees who can eliminate all of
the distractors,. Also, the model assumes Pr (incorrect response [examinee knows) = 0. In certain
special cases this assumption can be avoided (e.g., Macready & Dayton, 1977), and the results re-
ported here are easily extended to this case (cf. Molenaar, 1 981 j Wilcox, 1981b).

Assuming the model holds,

and

If in a random sample of N examinees, yi examinees are correct on their ith ~ttempt, ~z = y,l~T rs an un-
biased estimate of pi, which yields an estimate of C,-, and T.

Although empirical studies suggest that this model will frequently be reasonable (Wilcox, 1982, in
press-a), there are instances where this will not be the case. For example, some items might require a
misinformation model, and an appropriate modification of the AUC scoring procedure has been pro-
posed (~Tllc&reg;x,19~2). The results outlined here are readily extended to this case, and a brief outline of
how this can be done is given below.

Consider any two items on an n-item test, say items ~nd j. Applying results in Sathe et ~.1. (1980)
requires an estimate of Tij = Pr(xi &reg; 1, x, = 1), i.e., the joint probability of making a correct decision
for both items i and j. The remainder of this section outlines how this be done.

It is assumed that an examinee’s guessing rate is independent over the items that he/she does not
know. This means, for example, that if an examinee can eliminate all but two alternatives on item ~,
and all but three alternatives on item j, the probability of choosing the correct response on the first
attempt of both items is (1/2) (1/3) &reg; 1/6.

For the two items under consideration, let pk,~ (k, rn = I, .&dquo;, t) be the that a randomly
selected examinee chooses the correct response on the k&dquo; attempt of the first item, and the correct
response on the mth attempt of the second. If ~~h is the proportion of examinees who can eliminate g
distractors from the first item and h distractors from the second (~, h = t, ..., t - 1), then
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The last expression can be used to express ~t-1, in terms of the p,_’s which can be used to estimate
~r-l, r-~. Note that if the first item has t’ alte~n~ti~~s9 t’ ~ t, si~piy repi~~e t ~- k with ~’ - k in
Equation 7.

To clarify matters, consider the special case t = 3. Equation 7 states that

Thus, starting with Equation 16

and eventually ~22 can be expressed in terms of the ~km’So Replacing the pkm9s with their usual un-
biased estimate yields an estimate of ~~29 say ¿no It can be seen, however, that for the two items under
consideration (items ~,n~ j),
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Replacing C,, andpn with ~z2 ~.~dp~~ yields an estimate of -rij = Pr(xi = 1, x, = 1), say iij. For arbitrary
t, Tij is given by Equation 19 with C22 replaced with ~t-I> t-,o Note, however, that the model implies that
certain inequalities among the pkm’s must hold. For example, P31 > p32 > p33~ Estimating the pkm9s9
assuming these inequalities are true, requires an application of the minimax order algorithm (Barlow,
Bartholomew, Bremner, & Brunk, 1972). Testing these inequalities can be accomplished by applying
results in Robertson (1978).

Bounds on Qk

This section describes how the results in the previous section can be used to estimate bounds on
Qk’ First, however, results in Sathe et al. (1980) are summarized.

Recall that y = 2T and let

and

Then,

where k* -~- ~ - 3 is the largest integer in ~~k_,/ZI,t_~o Two upper bounds on Q, are also given. The
first is

and the second is that if 2~ G (k - t)IIk9
h - - ,

, . , .

where k* + k - 1 is the largest integer in 2~kl~Tke

An iflixstration

To illustrate how Qk might be applied and interpreted, observations on seven items were analyzed
according to the procedure outlined above. Each item had two distractors, and they were found to be
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consistent with the assumptions of the AUC scoring model (see Wilcox, 1981 a). Table I shows the ob-
served frequencies for the first two items. The question to be answered is, if these seven items are con-
sidered to be the entire test, do they give reasonably accurate information about what the typical ex-
aminee knows?

As previously mentioned, the model described above implies that various inequalities among the
p;;’s must hold. These inequalities were tested at the .25 level of significance with the procedure in
Robertson (1978). In every case the observed responses were consistent with the model.

Generally, when estimating ~22 there is no need to estimate all of the ~’s in Equations 8 through
16. For the situation at hand, C,, can be estimated as follows. First compute

For the data in Table 1 this is o107a Next compute

which is .074. Then,

which is equal to .225. Substituting these values into Equation 19, the estimate Of T12 is ~i,2 = .66.
Applying Equation 6 to all seven items, it is seen that p = 5.434. In other words, it is estimated that
the expected number of correct decisions is 5.434.

Next consider ~5. The value of S was estimated to be 16.929. From Equations 20 through 26, this
implies that

This analysis suggests that these seven items, taken as a whole, are not very accurate, since there
is at least a 26% chance of making an incorrect decision on three or more items. How should the test
be modified? Another important question is, to what extent can it be improved? One approach to im-
proving the test is to increase the number of distractors, and another approach is to try to modify or
replace the distractors that are being used. The latter approach will be considered first.

The initial step in trying to decide whether to replace or to modify the existing distractors is to de-
termine the extent to which they can be improved. This can be done with the 6 measure in Wilcox
(1981, eq. 20). This measure is just the difference between the maximum possible value of r and the
estimated value, given that ~2 = 42. Another related measure is the entropy function (see Wilcox,
1981 a). This measures the effectiveness of the distractors among the examinees who do not know the
correct response by indicating the extent to which P2, ..., p, are unequal. The closer they are to being
equal, the more effective are the distractors, i.e., guessing is closer to being random. It has been
pointed out (Wilcox, 1981a) that A might be objectionable as a measure of the extent to which
P2, ..., Pt are equal, but for present purposes it would seem to be of interest because increasing Qk de-
pends on the extent to which T can be increased for each item.

Referring to Wilcox (1981 a), a little algebra shows that for the case t ~ 3,

- 
- 

I

For Item 1 in Table 19 A = .024, and for Item 2 it is .034 its assumed to be positive; so ~I~a2 ~ P39
apply the pool-adjacent violator algorithm in which case A is estimated to be zero.)
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Fable 1
Number of Examinees Requiring

i Attempts on Item 1

and j Attempts on Item 2
- --------

If the number of alternatives for Item 1 is increased to _ 5, and if guessing is at random, then
the value of T would be .893, which represents an increase of .126 over the value Of T using the existing
distractors. Thus, it would seem that one approach to improving Item 1 is to find two more distractors
that are about as effective as the two being used. Of course, in practice, this might be very difficult to
do.

Tij When There Is 1~~~~f&reg;~ ~~fi&reg;~

Among the 30 items analyzed by Wilcox (1982), the observed test scores suggest that two of the
items do not conform well to the AUC scoring model described in a previous section. Thus, the pro-
posed estimate of Tij is inappropriate. This section outlines how this problem might be solved when a
misinformation model appears to be more appropriate for some of the items on the test.

Consider a test item with alternative, and let ~t be the proportion of examinees who eliminate
the correct response from consideration on their first attempt of the item. (An AUC scoring procedure
is assumed.) Once an examinee eliminates all of the distractors that are consistent with his/her misin-
formation, it is assumed that the examinee chooses the correct response on the next attempt. This as-
sumption is made here because it seems to give a good approximation to how examinees were be-
having on the items used in Wilcox (1982). It is also assumed that if an examinee does not know and
does not have misinformation, then he/she guesses at random among the alternative. Finally, for
examinees with misinformation, assume that they believe the correct response is one of c alternatives
that are, in actuality, incorrect. Thus, examinees with misinformation will require at least c + 1 at-
tempts before getting the item correct. As an illustration, consider = 5 and c = 3. Then,

n ~ --- . e r
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where ~t+~ is the proportion of examinees who do not know and who do not have misinformation.
Various modifications of the model are, of course, possible and presumably this model (with some

appropriately chosen c value) will give a good fit to the observed test scores. For illustrative purposes,
Equations 32 through 36 are assumed. The point of this section is that it is now possible to again es-
timate Tij where the misinformation model is assumed to hold for one or both of the items in any item

pair. Note that for a single item where Equations 32 through 36 hold,

To estimate Tij, the joint probability of making a correct decision on a pair of items where, say, the
first item is represented by a misinformation model, Equation 7 must be rederived. Accordingly, let t’
be the number of alternatives on the first item, and t be the number of alternatives on the second. The
misinformation model assumes that on the first attempt of the item, examinees belong to one of three
mutually exclusive categories, namely, they know the answer and choose it, they have misinformation
and eliminate the correct response, or they do not know and guess at random. Thus, using previously
established notation, Equation 8 becomes,

where, in this ~~lustrati&reg;~9 ~’ = 5. There is no ~13 term (a =0, 1, 2) because the misinformation model
assumes that if examinees do not know, they cannot eliminate any of the distractors. More generally,

The remaining pij values can be determined in a similar manner. For the two items being used here

and P3 m &reg;~2~&reg;
The expressions and pSm involve the proportion of examinees who have misinformation on

the first item. The necessary equations can be derived as was illustrated above. This, in turn, yields an
estimate of T which can be used to estimate the bounds on Qk’
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Testing Whether Items are Equivalent or Hierarchicavy Related

The model described in this paper might also be useful when empirically checking the assump-
tions of other latent structure models. For example, Macready and Dayton (1977) and Wilcox (1977)
have proposed models where it is assumed that pairs of equivalent items are available. Two items are
defined to be equivalent if examinees either know both or neither one. When equivalent items are
available, the proportion of examinees who know both can be estimated (assuming local inde-
pendence). Macready and Dayton checked their model with a chi-square goodness-of-fit test, but this
requires at least three items that are equivalent to one another. (When there are only two items, there
are no degrees of freedom left.)

For illustrative purposes, assume t = 3, and consider Equations 8 through 16. If two items are
equivalent, then

For N 6 50, an exact test of these last three equalities can be made using the critical values in Katti
(1973) and Smith, Rae, Manderscheid, and Silbergeld (1979). (Note that the conditional distribution
of multinomial random variables is multinomial.) For larger N, the usual chi-square test can be used.
From Smith et al. (1979), a slight adjustment to the usual chi-square test appears to be useful. Finally,
if one of these items is assumed to be hierarchically related to the other, again, certain equalities must
hold among Equations 8 through 16, and this can again be tested (cf. Dayton & Macready, 1976;
White & Clark,1973).

A C~~~ludan~ ~ ~~k

It should be stressed that is of interest after it has been decided which items are to be included
on a test. ~k is not intended to measure validity-it is designed to measure the overall effectiveness of
the distractors that are being used. Put another way, Qk is not meant to be the one and only index for
characterizing a test-it is intended to be one of several indices that might be used. The reason for
raising this issue is that a test constructor can ensure that Qk is large by using easy items. This is an
improper procedure that misses the point of how Qk is to be used.
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